
Appreciation

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for choosing Echo  

to be a potential partner you can rely on for all your needs. 

Welcome to Echo
Group

© This presentation has been created by Echo Group . Its design, ideas, concepts 

and elements have all rights reserved. Its contents are protected by Copyright



About Us
With passion and experience, Echo Group was born in 2013 in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. With 

the aim to be a unique provider in the  industry and execution  all the  production  

project  , Echo Group provided its numerous all over the Kingdom where it took part, 

managed and executed over 180 major projects .

Since its opening, Echo was able to gain more trust through its honesty and integrity to 

reflect the marvelous experience for any client and customer that attend our events 

and  our  projects  . We maintained the highest level of excellence and standards in all 

the different modes of projects in a dedicated manner. 



With passion and experience, Echo 

Construction was born in 2013 in Riyadh, 

Saudi Arabia. Echo Contracting is one of 

the medium-sized companies in the Saudi 

market It contains different work cadres at 

all levels, from consultants to workers.

echo Contracting has many projects at all 

levels, starting from small projects and 

ending with medium projects . 

ECHO Construction

ECHO Events

Starting with the location 

scouting, logistics, traffic control 

and seating, we plan your event 

from A to Z.

ECHO Entertainment
ECHO Production

An events company, a creative 

agency and a marketing agency 

with Music at its core! Based in 

Dubai, KSA, and now in Egypt, 

Echo specializes in avant-garde 

concept productions which target 

key contemporary demographics 

and activate brands/venues. With 

decades of experience in the 

global dance music industry!

Our strategic Partnership with GTV; 

who’s a leading film production house in 

the Gulf region. Producing corporate 

films, documentations, TV programs and 

social media videos at top international 

standards

THE  SOUND  OF  IMAGINATION ……. WE ECHO IN REALITY



ECHO Events 
Echo of events: Echo of the event works on studying the needs of customers and 

determining its size and target groups, so it builds the event based on the need and 

ending with the extent to which it reaches the target group and achieves the goal 

of the event.

Therefore, it creates unique designs and starts manufacturing them on the ground 

and works on documenting them using the latest audio equipment, lighting devices 

and remote control cameras using robots and transferring it to the community in a 
manner befitting the brand of our customers.



ECHO Events services :   

Manufacturing the latest types of 

theaters, from designs to creative 

execution.

Stages Lighting

We are preparing the event with 

the latest lighting devices and 

screens in accordance with the 

goal

Audio & Visual 

Visually, you will always need 

what attracts the eye of the 

client. We provide this to 

satisfy the eye keeping in line 

with your brand guidelines. 

. 



ECHO Events Our Clients



Our  Clients 



Our  Clients 



Our  Clients 



Our  Clients 



ECHO Media Production

who’s a leading film production house in the Gulf region. Producing corporate films, 
documentations, TV programs and social media videos at top international standards , will service 
your filming and communication needs with diligence, intelligence and creativity. For us, every film 
is the most important one, every client is our best. We are not only producing great films, we can 
also help you shape your moving image strategy: with deep experience in media - TV and web - we 
can advise you how to make sure, that the right people watch your videos.



ECHO Production Media   

Our strategic partners



ECHO Production services :   

With our in-house manufacturing, 

we can make anything from booths 

to stages become a reality.

Production Gift Items 

Whether it is a stress ball, a 

personalized leather wallet, or 

phone covers, we provide them 

to you to gift or to keep. 

Branding & Printing 
Visually, you will always need 

what attracts the eye of the 

client. We provide this to 

satisfy the eye keeping in line 

with your brand guidelines. 

. 



ECHO Entertainment

An events company, a creative agency and a marketing agency with Dance Music at its core!

Based in KSA, Dubai , and now in Egypt, ECHO Entertainment specializes in avant-garde 

concept productions which target key contemporary demographics and activate 

brands/venues. With decades of experience in the global dance music industry!

Our personal and professional relationships with international music & media entities allow us 

to efficiently produce and market large-scale, profitable events - providing invaluable 

exposure for artists, venues & locations across the region.
With operations already in action across the Middle East, such as The Grid KSA, The Grid 
DXB,



ECHO Entertainment 

Our strategic partners



ECHO Entertainment 

Our Entertainment Brands

KSA 2021 Dubai 2019KSA 2019



ECHO Construction

With passion and experience, Echo Construction was born in 2013 in Riyadh, Saudi 

Arabia. 

Echo Contracting is one of the medium-sized companies in the Saudi market

It contains different work cadres at all levels, from consultants to workers.

echo Contracting has many projects at all levels, starting from small projects and 

ending with medium projects . 



ECHO Construction :

ECHO Production our services :   

Building Fences Interior finishing works

Our task building the fences of the 

compounds, advertising fences for 

different projects.

Finishing works, painting, gypsum 

board and all kinds of decorations.



Our  Clients :  

ECHO Construction : 



Where we operate



FOR MORE INFORMATION 

INFO@ECHOESEVENT.COM INFO@ECHOGROUPCO.COM

+966 53 500 6659

WWW.ECHOGROUPCO.COM

mailto:info@echoesevent.com
mailto:info@echogroupco.com
tel://+966535006659/
http://www.echogroupco.com/

